125I interstitial brachytherapy for primary malignant brain tumors: technical aspects of treatment planning and implantation methods.
Use of interstitial radiation holds promise in the treatment of primary malignant brain tumors, but optimal technical factors have yet to be determined. We have developed a method of precise CT directed stereotactic placement of radioactive sources in a predetermined target volume. We use low activity (1-2 millicurie/speed) sources of 125I loaded in silastic catheters, which are positioned in a parallel array in the target. Positioning of such multiple sources toward the periphery of the volume enhances achievable dose homogeneity. Seeds of various activities can be differentially loaded into each catheter and the catheters can be positioned at various radii from the central target so that the treated volume corresponds to the identified (often irregular) target volume. Although the implant is designed to be permanent, the sources can be removed easily in a second procedure.